averaged across all subjects for each of the TMS stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA). The mean percentage of trials in which subjects reported seeing the annulus is Summary shown separately for the disk present versus disk absent trials. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the participants experiIt has traditionally been assumed that processing enced visual suppression of the annulus when a TMS within the visual system proceeds in a bottom-up, pulse was administered at and between 100 and 143 feedforward manner from retina to higher cortical arms after the annulus was presented. However, the mageas [1]. In addition to feedforward processing, it is nitude of this TMS suppression was dependent upon now clear that there are also important contributions whether a disk was presented prior to the annulus; subto sensory encoding that rely upon top-down, feedjects consciously perceived the annulus much less often back (reentrant) projections from higher visual areas when a disk preceded it than when no disk was preto lower ones [2]. By utilizing transcranial magnetic sented. stimulation (TMS) in a metacontrast masking paraStatistically, the suppression effect can be measured digm [3], we addressed whether feedback processes by the magnitude of the quadratic component of the in early visual cortex play a role in visual awareness.
(and not phosphenes or erroneous reports, assuming these were equal between the disk present versus disk absent conditions) and is depicted by the solid black line in Figure 3 . After this subtraction, recovery of the disk was apparent when the mask to TMS SOA was between 86 and 157 ms; this interval is roughly the same time interval in which TMS suppression of the mask was induced, but recovery is slightly longer on both ends of this scale.
For statistical analyses, as with the mask report, a disk presence by SOA quadratic comparison was performed. Note that this analysis was performed on the raw percentage data, not the difference data, and that this quadratic analysis directly tests whether the difference curve in Figure 3 is greater than zero at specific SOAs. This analysis revealed a significant difference in disk detectability as a function of SOA, with greater detection of a disk when the disk was present and within the range of SOAs at which annulus suppression occurred (t 3 ϭ 3.83, p ϭ .016, one-tailed, H 0 : visibility disk Յ no disk , since disk recovery was expected). These results illustrate that when there was suppression of the mask, disk recovery occurred. compared to single masks [7, 8] . Also consistent with the feedback interpretation, the disk was perceived more frequently when the TMS elimidisk reports may have been due to the induction of phosphenes by TMS [9] , which were misattributed to nated the annulus from visual awareness [12] . Under this account, by eliminating mask processing in early the perception of the disk, or to partial suppression of the mask, which was then presumed to be the disk.
visual cortex, reentrant processing in this region and further upstream areas could be completely dedicated However, even when no TMS was administered, the erroneous report of the presence of a disk when it was to processing the disk once neural activity recovered from the transient disruptive effects of the TMS. These not presented was 15%. Therefore, in order to get a better picture of true disk recovery in the absence of results suggest that this disk recovery effect and conscious perception in general may arise from reentrant these false reports, we plotted the difference between the percentage of trials in which a disk was reported to processes to early visual cortex. Interestingly, when the TMS SOA was 86 or 157 ms and full suppression of be seen when it was not presented and the percentage of trials in which the disk was reported to be seen when the annulus was not present, some disk recovery was measured. This suggests that even partial suppression it was presented. This more conservative measure more accurately represents the true perception of the disk of the annulus, not enough to eliminate it from aware- ness, can nonetheless reduce its effectiveness of maskof unidirectional, intrinsic activity was responsible for our effects, there should not have been influences in ing the preceding disk. Extrapolating from this result, it can be inferred that, in backward pattern and metaconearly visual cortex of the previously presented disk on the visibility of the mask. Therefore, unless a complex trast masking, when masked stimuli are perceived under optimal masking conditions (i.e., when the masks are explanation involving differential effects of TMS on visual cortex activity is advanced, which seems less plauineffective even under optimal masking conditions), this might be due to inefficient and incomplete processing sible, a feedback mechanism is the most straightforward and likely explanation of these results. of the mask in early visual cortex. We are currently conducting further experiments to determine whether this In addition, consistent with our interpretations, there is also some electrophysiological evidence suggesting may be the case.
Although it could be argued that the effects we obthat feedback mechanisms in early visual cortex may induce suppression in metacontrast masking [13-18]. served may be due to the disruption of unidirectional, intrinsic activity occurring completely within early visual These electrophysiological studies show changes in single-unit activity for up to 400 ms in striate cortex and cortex, rather than feedback processes to this area from higher cortical regions, we feel that this explanation is changes in components of the visual evoked potential for up to 200 ms following a metacontrast masking prounlikely for two reasons. First, when TMS was administered at specific SOAs in this study, the TMS had seleccedure; these findings suggest that masking influences later feedback activity rather than early stimulustive and independent effects on the disk and the mask. 
